
Rethinking the
role of bonds
in retirement
planning
The evolution of LifePath’s fixed income approach in the U.S. aims
to improve participants’ lifetime consumption through better

wealth accumulation and lower drawdowns
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Executivesummary
Fixed income assets, such as bonds, often play a crucial role in a defined contribution plan 

participant’s long-term retirement strategy. They provide opportunities for growth and can 

help protect against risks such as market downturns and rising inflation. Solving for improved 

retirement outcomes requires an evaluation of a participant’s fixed income exposure through

the lens of lifecycle investing. The investment objective of BlackRock’s target date fund

series, LifePath, is to provide retirement outcomes based on quantitatively measured risk. In 

service of this objective, the LifePath lifecycle model seeks to deliver consistent spending 

outcomes over a participant’s lifetime, a goal based on evolving but precise asset class 

exposures. The LifePath team evaluated whether a more finely-tuned approach to LifePath’s

fixed income allocations could help achieve this goal of greater lifetime consumption over a

participant’s lifecycle. Our research findings indicate the answer is yes.

• Target date strategies’ fixed income allocations shift

gradually over their lifecycle. This shift creates a

glidepath that moves from more aggressively growth-

oriented assets during participants’ younger years

and becomes more conservative as those participants

approach and enter retirement.

• While one cannot invest directly in an index, the 

Bloomberg Aggregate Bond Index (the “Agg”) has long

been recognized as a key measure of fixed income 

performance that LifePath seeks to track.. The Agg

allocation has served participants well, delivering both

growth opportunities and diversification during uneven

periods in the stock market.

• By breaking the Agg into its five component parts —

including intermediate and long government bonds such

as U.S. Treasuries, intermediate and long-dated corporate

bonds, and securitized assets such as mortgage and asset-

backed securities — our research indicates we can deliver a

more precise asset allocation strategy and better meet our

LifePath objective of consistent spending in retirement.

• The allocation of these individual fixed income assets

will be based on participants’ position in their lifecycle.

– Younger participants’ LifePath portfolios will have more

exposure to growth-oriented fixed income assets such

as long- and intermediate-dated corporate bonds.

– Older participants’ LifePath portfolios will emphasize

bonds such as Treasuries that provide diversification

against equity risk.

• Determining the optimal asset mix for participants across

their lifecycles requires an evolution in our allocation

approach. By using a refined model that focuses on equity

and more precise views on rate and credit allocations, we

believe we can more effectively help participants achieve

better outcomes around lifetime consumption.

• By breaking the Agg into its five component parts, the

LifePath strategies would seek to maintain the high-quality

bond exposure of the Agg index, while improving the ability

to fine-tune strategic allocations for participants based on

their age and time horizons. In short, participants would

have exposure to the same fixed income investments

included in the Agg, but deployed with greater precision in

seeking to achieve the LifePath objective.

• We believe that having an evolved fixed income allocation

can help participants achieve a higher and more stable

lifetime consumption than a static fixed income exposure.
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Introduction
For retirement plan participants,

investment asset allocation matters. The

mix of assets in a participant’s portfolio

can play a key role in wealth accumulation 

and lifetime spending. Participants’ need

for both growth and certainty is balanced

through their exposure to equities and

fixed income assets in a target date

strategy. But while fixed income assets 

can be known for the diversification they

typically provide during periods of equity

underperformance, bonds and debt

securities can play a more strategic role

in a participant’s investment portfolio. In

addition to helping to protect against

equity risk, some fixed income assets can

generate the types of returns that aid

participants in meeting their return

objectives.
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The dual role of fixed income is a crucial component in 

BlackRock’s LifePath target date strategies. These 

strategies are designed to help investors achieve their

retirement goals — whether the next milestone is 30 years

away or right around the corner. LifePath portfolios are

constructed using BlackRock’s lifecycle model, which

accounts for an individual’s lifetime saving and investing

decisions from year to year. The model is based

on the assumption that an individual’s working years

generate a finite amount of income. That income needs to

support a lifetime of spending in retirement, which can be

particularly challenging during a retirement that might

last decades. BlackRock’s lifecycle model also factors in

potential risk factors such as inflation and market risk.

Our LifePath lifecycle model aims to deliver consistent

outcomes over multiple time frames by relying on evolving

but precise asset class exposures. Through the lifecycle

lens, we can best understand the risks participants

face as they move through their career. Take inflation:

As participants approach and enter retirement, inflation

can have an immediate impact on their spending. We’ve

concluded that these participants can benefit from the

inclusion of real assets in their target date portfolios to

hedge the impacts of inflation. Meanwhile, younger

investors can overcome inflation shocks with wage and

asset growth, which traditional stocks can help deliver.

In target date strategies, bonds can help offset equity

risk to some degree, but certain bonds are more likely to

move in the opposite direction of the stock market. U.S.

Treasuries tend to have low correlation to equities,

helping to provide diversification during down periods in

the stock market. Comparatively, high yield bonds are

much less likely to offset equity risk, carrying a relatively

high correlation to the stock market. Consider that

during the first quarter of 2020, when the S&P 500

Index fell by 20%, high yield bonds declined by 13%.1

During that same period, the Agg actually gained ground,

returning 3%.

Each LifePath portfolio’s fixed income exposure is

carefully targeted to help maximize lifetime

consumption, enable growth during participants’

saving years and offer diversification from periods of 

equity underperformance.

However, while the Agg has proved to be an extremely useful

tool for helping to provide participants with both a source of

return in their portfolios and diversification during periods 

when equities fall, we believe there are benefits in taking a 

more precise approach to participants’ fixed income 

exposures. Breaking up the Agg into its five component parts

will offer more flexibility when making investment decisions 

on the primary fixed income factors of duration and credit 

risk, when seeking to meet LifePath target date strategies’

investment objective.

The LifePath target date strategies’ objective is to provide

individuals with the ability to maintain stable spending

through a smooth transition from working years to

retirement by maximizing consumption over a lifetime

and minimizing the volatility of that consumption.

We’ve found that having an evolved fixed income

allocation can help participants achieve a greater 

ability to consume than a fixed income exposure that 

doesn’t adjust over time, helping to meet the

LifePath target date strategies’ objective.

Typically, the strategic asset mix in each portfolio 

systematically rebalances at varying intervals and 

becomes more conservative (with less equity exposure) 

over time as investors move closer to the target date. The 

principal value of a strategy portfolio is not guaranteed 

at any time, including at and after the target date

The allocation to each of those five component parts in

a participant’s LifePath fund will be based on their

position in their lifecycle. For instance, younger

participants with decades until retirement and 

continued ability to earn income likely can tolerate more

risk in pursuit of growth. Over time, that growth can

help fuel greater asset growth, which in turn can lead to 

greater lifetime spending capabilities. Older

participants are typically more focused toward

protecting their savings and avoiding risks such as

market downturns and inflation. In each case, specific

allocation strategies among the various fixed income

asset classes that comprise the Agg can help deliver

those outcomes.

1 Source: Morningstar Direct. Data as of March 31, 2020. High yield bonds represented by the Bloomberg U.S. Corporate High Yield Index.
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Historically, target date funds such as BlackRock’s

LifePath funds have used the well-diversified Bloomberg

Aggregate Bond Index (“the Agg”) as the fixed income

component of participants’ portfolios. Exposure to the

Agg increases over time as participants approach

retirement to help offset equity risk.
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A more comprehensive approach to
fixed income
Fixed income investments carry two primary risk factors:

rate risk and credit risk. Rate risk refers to the risk that

changes in interest rates may reduce (or increase) the

market value of a bond. When interest rates fall, bond

prices rise, and when interest rates rise, bond prices fall.

Longer term bonds are most sensitive to interest rate 

changes and carry a higher duration, a measure of a 

bond's price sensitivity to a change in interest rates, 

relative to shorter term bonds. Credit risk refers to the 

potential that the borrower will default on their loans and 

bondholders won’t be paid back. This risk is more of a

concern for investors of corporate bonds rather than U.S. 

government-backed bonds such as Treasuries.

Both rate risk and credit risk can be used differently in 

portfolio construction. Rate risk can help offset equity 

risk, since longer term bonds often carry relatively low 

correlations to stocks. Credit risk, by contrast, can offer 

investors more potential for long-term growth because 

corporate borrowers generally pay a higher yield to offset 

that risk. For participants, exposure to both rate risk and 

credit risk can help achieve objectives such as growth, 

income and certainty around principal preservation.

For decades, the Agg has served as a method to measure 

performance of fixed income markets as a whole and 

investing with the objective of tracking the Agg has 

successfully delivered a source of return and a way to

reduce equity risk.

Take the return potential of bonds: The Agg has delivered 

positive returns in 42 of the last 45 years, with an average 

annual return of 7.5%. Its worst one-year return over that 

period was -2.9%.2

By comparison, the equity market as measured by the 

S&P 500 Index has delivered positive returns in 37 of the

last 45 years.2

Of course, stocks have offered a growth advantage: 

During those 45 years, the S&P 500 delivered 28 years of 

double-digit returns and an average annual return of 

13%.² But when stocks fall, they can fall hard. The S&P 

500’s worst one- year return during that period was -

37%, and stocks fell by more than 10% three times.2

During those U.S. equity market down periods, the Agg 

provides crucial ballast to participants’ diversified 

portfolios. Consider that during the financial crisis in

2008 and 2009, U.S. stocks plunged more than 43%

while the Agg’s total return was 5%. Similarly, the COVID-

19 crisis pushed U.S. stocks down by nearly 34% while

the Agg lost less than 1%.3

The Agg’s track record of providing both growth and 

diversification can be explained by its broad sector 

exposure, high-quality focus and range of key rate 

duration along the yield curve. Each of the various

components of the Agg carry their own unique attributes. 

For instance, securitized debt and corporate bonds trade

at a spread to U.S. Treasuries due to prepayment and 

default risk, respectively. Similarly, Treasuries offer 

modest return potential, but can deliver powerful

diversification to offset equity risk.

While the Agg offers participants a highly diversified way 

to gain U.S. fixed income exposure, we believe there are 

considerable benefits to taking a more flexible approach 

to the fixed income allocations in participants’ LifePath

target date strategies.

2 Source: Morningstar Direct. Data as of December 31, 2020. Data is calculated based on annual returns of the Bloomberg US Aggregate Bond Index (the “Agg”) and the S&P 500 Index
since full year common inception on January 1, 1976. Past performance does not guarantee future results. You cannot invest into an index.

3 U.S. stocks are represented by the S&P 500 Index. Financial Crisis measured 10/10/07 –3/9/09 and COVID-19 Crisis measured 2/20/20 –3/23/20.
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By breaking up the core fixed income index into its five key components, we can use the same exposures in the Agg

with more control and precision based on a participant’s time horizon and glidepath. These five components are:

Intermediate

government bonds with 

maturities ranging

from 1-10 years

Long

government bonds

with maturities

over 10 years

Intermediate credits

with maturities

ranging from

1-10 years

Long-dated

credits with

maturities over

10 years

Securitized debt

such as mortgage-

and asset-

backed securities
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Breaking the Agg into its component parts allows for a more 

precise approach, which could better serve plan participants 

throughout the LifePath horizons. For instance, this 

approach could complement growth with greater allocations 

to credit during the early years of a target date glidepath. For 

those closer to retirement, greater allocations to rate could 

allow for increased fixed income quality to dampen volatility. 

Ultimately, the goal of this more precise approach to fixed 

income allocations is to deliver a higher level of consumption 

for participants by increasing return potential early in their

careers and gradually reducing risk as participants approach 

and enter retirement.

We deeply understand the benefits of fixed income allocations 

in a target date strategy. From return potential to the benefits 

of diversification, both the rate and credit sides of fixed

income can deliver considerable advantages for participants

wherever they are in their journey toward retirement.

Historically, our lifecycle model has focused on two asset

types: equity and fixed income. The model is designed to

maximize the utility of lifetime consumption, measuring

factors such as the amount of wealth available for funding 

consumption and savings, and how participants’

allocations to stocks and bonds should change over time

to maximize lifetime consumption. 

As mentioned, by breaking up the core fixed income index into 

its five key components, we can use the same exposures in the 

Agg with more control and precision based on a participant's 

time horizon and glidepath. In considering the dual benefits 

of fixed income in target date strategies, we looked to a 

further refined lifecycle model that includes equities and the 

two drivers of fixed income return: rate and credit. 

Similar to our original lifecycle model, this model includes 

heavy exposure to equities for the youngest participants, 

with a growing fixed income allocation as participants 

approach and enter retirement. Using our refined model, we 

can test if allocating to rate and credit separately alongside 

equity improves outcomes relative to a single fixed income 

approach. 

Young investors can benefit from a higher exposure to credit 

since high quality corporate bonds typically have greater 

yield potential than risk-free government bonds.

But because credit doesn’t provide the same 

diversification against equity risk as rate, the credit 

allocation reduces over time as the allocation to higher 

quality bonds increases.

While the Agg has proved to be a valuable proxy for

fixed income investments, its construction doesn’t leave 

room for much flexibility in assigning allocations among 

different components of the fixed income market.

The benefits of 
disaggregation
In real-world scenarios, this fixed-income
disaggregation aims to provide a simple outcome:
More growth potentialwhen participants are young
and have decades until retirement and more
diversification from equity risk when participants
are nearing or in retirement.

That aligns with the objective of the LifePath

target date strategies, which is to provide

individualswith the ability tosmoothly

transition from working yearsto retirement

without sacrificing consumption power. We

believe we can deliver outcomeswith more

precision by varying exposure to the Agg’s

sectors based on a participant’s life stage,

rather than changes in bond issuance that drive

the Agg’s composition.

This approach affords us more long-term

flexibility to adapt LifePath’s assetallocation

over a participant’s lifecycle.For instance, as

inflation rises or falls, interestrates shift, and

equity markets move up and down, this

disaggregated approach to fixed income offers

more tools to build efficient portfolios that can

be optimized across asset classes.

Seeking successful retirement outcomesrequires

a keen understanding of income, savings and

investing over a lifetime. We believe that a more

flexible approach to incorporating fixed income

assets offers a crucial way to sustain and even

grow participants’ lifetime consumption. The

anticipated result? More dependable retirement

outcomes forparticipants.

What’s more, because securities in the Agg are weighted by 
issuance, its composition, yield and duration can shift over 

time. By breaking the Agg into its five component parts, the 
LifePath target date strategies would more precisely fine-

tune fixed income allocations for participants based on their 
age and time horizons.
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© 2022 BlackRock, Inc. All Rights Reserved. BLACKROCK and LIFEPATH are trademarks of BlackRock, Inc. or its

subsidiaries in the United States and elsewhere. All other trademarks are those of their respective owners.

Lit No. LP-DISAGG-WP-1022 217917T-1021

The opinions expressed may change as subsequent conditions vary. The information and opinions contained in this

material are derived from proprietary and non-proprietary sources deemed by BlackRock, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries

(together, “BlackRock”) to be reliable. No representation is made that this information is accurate or complete. There is no

guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. Reliance upon information in this material is at the sole discretion

of the reader.

This material does not constitute a recommendation by BlackRock, or an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy

or sell any securities, product or service. The information is not intended to provide investment advice. BlackRock does

not guarantee the suitability or potential value of any particular investment.

LifePath strategies may be offered as mutual funds. You should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges

and expenses of each fund carefully before investing. The prospectuses and, if available, the summary prospectuses

contain this and other information about the funds, and are available, along with information on other BlackRock

funds, by calling 800-882-0052 or from your financial professional. The prospectuses and, if available, the summary

prospectuses should be read carefully before investing.

Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal. Asset allocation models and diversification do not promise

any level of performance or guarantee against loss of principal. Investment in the strategies is subject to the risks of the

underlying funds.

LifePath target date strategies are invested mainly in U.S. and global stocks early on, shifting to more conservative

investments, such as bonds, as investors get closer to retirement. The target date is the approximate date when investors

plan to start withdrawing their money. The blend of investments in each portfolio are determined by an asset allocation

process that seeks to maximize assets based on an investor’s investment time horizon and tolerance for risk. Typically, the

strategic asset mix in each portfolio systematically rebalances at varying intervals and becomes more conservative (less

equity exposure) over time as investors move closer to the target date. The principal value of a strategy portfolio is not

guaranteed at any time, including at and after the target date.

No part of this material may be reproduced, stored in any retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means,

electronic, mechanical, recording or otherwise, without the prior written consent of BlackRock. This publication is not

intended for distribution to or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use

would be contrary to local law or regulation.
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